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        , �j �t v �jh �G             

v�p �¬ �v

Watch this
conversation

:h�k �t oIk �J
1

h�b	t '
2

  h�k �t/s�k�h h �b	t  /
3

:k �j�r   h �b	t 'oIk �Jk �j �rv �s�k�h h �b	t  /
4

h �nU /
5q6

�T �t 
7

?

:v �t�k   h �b	t /v �t�kv�T �t h �n
8

?

:k �th�b �s   h �b	t/k �th�b �s

:k �th�b �s 'v �t�k 'k �j�r 'h�k �t ,t«z �u
9

v�p �¬ �v 
10q11

,h �r �c �g �v  
 12

 Students learning Hebrew in Ulpan,1955     

             iiiiiiiiiiiiiIIIIIIIIIIIIIkkkkkkkkkkkkk �������������nnnnnnnnnnnnn             
hello, goodbye, peace  1   /oIk �J- 

I  (am)   h �b	t   /2- 

boy  s�k�h   /3 - 

girl  v �s�k�h   /4- 

and  /// �u q///U   /5 -* 

who (is/are)  h �n   /6- 

you (f.s.)  �T �t   /7- 

you (m.s.)  v �T �t   /8- 

this / that (f.s)  ,t«z   /9- 

the  /// �v q /// �v /10-* 

language  v �p �G /11- 

Hebrew  ,h �r �c �g /12- 

 Photo Credit: Moshe Pridan,1955. Wikipedia Commons     

*The words “and” & “the” are represented in Hebrew by adding one letter in front of a 
word.   These words in Hebrew are not stand alone words. You will see more examples of 
this in upcoming conversations.
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Conversation One        
The Language 

Hebrew song
about Ben Yehuda

Info and video
about Ben Yehuda

Graffiti  by Urban-Deco  yuahe-,sgu

When Eliezer Ben Yehuda was a young boy,
his father read to him in Hebrew and he
developed a love for the language. At the
time, Hebrew was only used in prayers,
literature and for studying the Jewish
scriptures. As Eliezer became educated, he
decided that Hebrew should be the spoken
language of the Jewish people. Many
people opposed his idea but he believed
in it.  He worked many years to create a
new Hebrew dictionary.  To create the
dictionary, he used words from the Tanah
(scriptures), and other Hebrew literature. He

also created new words for objects and ideas that were modern.  He spoke
only in Hebrew to his family and also wrote a Hebrew newspaper. Eliezer Ben
Yehuda was a key figure in the revival of Hebrew into a modern language.      

   Now, Hebrew is one of the national languages of Israel.  Throughout
history, Jews would adapt Hebrew from the Torah to the languages spoken in
the environment in which they lived. For example Yiddish is a combination of
Hebrew and German and Ladino is a combination of Hebrew and Spanish.
Jews now have a common language among the entire nation, worldwide,
in gratitude mostly to Eliezer Ben Yehuda.

.

Photo Credit: Shlomo Narinsky, first published 1918 in Jerusalem.       
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, J r e .m  ;p g x ib on  k lf h y j  z u v s d  c t 

o�p�mn��l�jk�i�h�g�f�e�d�c�b�a�`�z�W�x�w�u�v�s�t�r�q�

        , �j �t v �jh �G             

v�p �¬ �v

Match the phrases: 

  oIk �J

  v �s�k�h �T �t  

   s�k�h h �b	t  

I (am) a girl  

hello/ goodbye/ 

peace   you (are) a boy

who are you (m.s.)   v �s�k�h h �b	t  

      you (are) a girl   s�k�h v �T �t 

I (am) a boy    v �T �t h �n 

Write these words in handwriting: 

(You don’t have to write the vowels.  See below for help.)

 oIk �J  /1_______________________________

 v �s�k�h h �b	t  /2   ____________________________

s�k�h h �b	t  /3          ______________________________

 /4   ,h �r �c �g ,t«z __________________________

  /5  ? �T �t h �n______________________________
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Conversation One        
The Language 

Hebrew
     Quiz: 

  Match the picture to the word: 

       ,h �r �c �g /1

     v �s�k�h /2

   s�k�h /3  

o«uk �J /4 d C t

  Write these phrases in Hebrew: 

1. Hello, I (am a) boy.___________________________________

2. Who (are) you (f.s.)? __________________________________

3. This (is) the Hebrew language. _________________________

4. You (are a) girl. _____________________________________

5. Peace. ____________________________________________
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        , �j �t v �jh �G             

v�p �¬ �v

Learn more
about The

Language War.

This poster was created
and disseminated

 to promote the use of
Hebrew in the Yishuv.

***
You can find the
translation of this

poster on the
next page.

***
Can you find Ben
Yehuda’s name?

     In the Yishuv (the Jewish, settled land before 1948), there was a debate about what the
official language of the schools and the universities should be.  Many argued it should be
Hebrew because they were trying to build a national language for the Jewish people.
However, the academic committee of the time thought the language of general studies
should be German because German was the language of the academia and sciences of the
time.  Eliezer Ben Yehuda took a big part in the debate arguing that Hebrew should, of
course, be the language that all education in Israel should be taught in.  This event is referred
to as “The Language War  (of 1913),”   /,«up �¬ �v , �n �j�k �n
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Conversation One      
The Language 

  Discussion:  
What language do you think the schools in Israel should have been teaching in?

Do you think the same for today? Why?
________________________

Note:  Some of the Ultra Orthodox of the time were opposed to using Hebrew as a modern
language because  they believed  (and some still believe)  that Hebrew is a holy language to

be used only for Torah, t’filla, and Jewish Scriptures.
_________________

Here is the translation of the Hebrew  poster on the page to your right:

Photo on opposite page and this translation is from The National Library of Israel  web site.      
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        , �j �t v �jh �G             

v�p �¬ �v

  Art Project: 
Try to find an Israeli newspaper or magazine.  Look through it to find the words

we learned in this conversation.  Cut the words out and paste them below.
If you can’t find the words, cut out letters to make the words. 

Use your imagination to make a collage or a picture. 

 Use your imagination: 
          Eliezer Ben Yehuda had to make up words in Hebrew for modern culture.  

         Using Hebrew and English as your base:
Can you make up a word in Hebrew? ____________________________________
What does your word mean?___________________________________________
What is your rationale? ________________________________________________

Include your new  word  in your art piece above.
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Conversation One      
The Language 

Who do you think this street is named after?

 All the street signs in Israel are written in Hebrew, Arabic and English.

   Discussion: 
Why do you think the street signs are written in

these three languages? 
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